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ABSTRACT
The triplet loss function has seen extensive use within person re-identification. Most works focus on either im-
proving the mining algorithm or adding new terms to the loss function itself. Our work instead concentrates on
two other core components of the triplet loss that have been under-researched. First, we improve the standard
Euclidean distance with dynamic weights, which are selected based on the standard deviation of features across
the batch. Second, we exploit channel attention via a squeeze and excitation unit in the backbone model to empha-
sise important features throughout all layers of the model. This ensures that the output feature vector is a better
representation of the image, and is also more suitable to use within our dynamically weighted Euclidean distance
function. We demonstrate that our alterations provide significant performance improvement across popular re-
identification data sets, including almost 10% mAP improvement on the CUHK03 data set. The proposed model
attains results competitive with many state-of-the-art person re-identification models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-ID) is a core challenge
within computer vision where an identity observed in
one camera is required to be matched with another
observation from a different viewpoint. This task
has attracted a lot of interest due to the potential
applications in the real-world as an increasing volume
of large-scale urban surveillance data is collected.
In the past few years, convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have become ubiquitous within person re-ID
due to significantly improving upon the state-of-the-art
results [1, 2, 3]. Many person re-ID works make use of
the standard convolutional neural networks with a clas-
sification loss [4]. More specific to re-ID, however, is
the use of the triplet loss function [2, 5, 6, 7], either in
place of or alongside the standard cross-entropy loss.
The triplet loss, shown in Figure 1, enforces a distance
margin, α , between the set of images of one person and
all other images.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
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Figure 1: The triplet loss aims to reduce the distance
of feature vectors from similar identities and increase
the distance of feature vectors from dissimilar identi-
ties. We use channel attention in the form of squeeze
and excitation units to get a better feature representation
and improve the Euclidean distance by adding dynamic
weights for each feature.
To date, most triplet loss works focus on mining better
samples to improve the model generalisation [2, 10], or
alter the loss function in order to increase the inter-class
variance and decrease the intra-class variance [5, 7]. We
identify two additional, under-researched lines of work
to improve the triplet loss: improving the feature vec-
tors obtained from the deep learning architecture by ex-
ploiting squeeze and excitation (SE) units, and adding
dynamic weights to the distance function with which
the triplet loss compares these feature vectors. We show
that these alterations improve re-ID precision individ-
ually. When implemented together, these adjustments
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Figure 2: An overview of our architecture: (a) an input batch of n images is generated, (b) the batch is processed
by SE-ResNet50 [8, 9] to generate one feature vector per image, (c) the standard deviation for each feature is
computed then normalised to attain weights, (d) our improved triplet loss processes the mined triplets.
complement each other, resulting in a performance im-
provement of over 9% mAP on the CUHK03 data set
compared to the regular triplet loss.
Distance: The triplet loss, by its nature, attempts to
decrease the distance between positive pairs of images
while increasing the distance of negative ones. How-
ever, to date, little research has been done to assess
exactly how this distance should be formulated. The
Euclidean distance has been shown to perform well
within the triplet loss function, thus has not received
much scrutiny. We show that adding dynamic weights
to the Euclidean distance can deliver considerable ben-
efit when applied to the task of person re-ID.
The standard Euclidean distance considers all features
as equally important. As shown in Figure 2 (c), our dy-
namically weighted Euclidean distance assigns an im-
portance score to each feature derived from a feature’s
batch-wise standard deviation. Features with higher
variance are more informative, thus assist the model to
distinguish between images of different identities. To
conceptualise this idea, if everyone in a batch wears a
plain, white t-shirt, it is impractical to consider this in-
formation for re-ID. We assess the batch-wise feature
vectors for high-level features that act in this manner
and diminish their importance while highlighting more
useful features.
Features: We would like our backbone architecture
to generate feature representations of images which
can best be exploited by the dynamically weighted Eu-
clidean distance. In order to achieve this, we use chan-
nel attention by adding SE units into our framework.
These units act as weights to magnify important chan-
nels at each layer of the network while depreciating
the value of less important channels. At deeper layers,
these weights become more polarising to ensure salient
features derived from the important channels are distin-
guishable from less important features.
As the less important features are mapped towards 0 by
the SE units, they are more likely to have a low standard
deviation and will therefore be assigned small weights
by our dynamically weighted Euclidean distance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. Dynamically Weighted Euclidean Distance for
Triplet Loss Feature Accentuation: We introduce
a weighted Euclidean distance which highlights
features with high variation across the batch, in
order to disregard features which are unimportant or
susceptible to noise. This alone provides consistent
performance improvement across all tested data
sets.
2. Feature Vector Generation with Channel Attention:
We are the first to adopt SE-ResNet 50 as the back-
bone architecture for the triplet loss. We demon-
strate that the channel attention that SE units provide
significantly boosts the performance of the triplet
loss across a variety of data sets.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
2 contains an overview of work related to this paper.
Section 3 details the formulation of our dynamically
weighted Euclidean distance and explains how we use
channel attention through SE units to boost the perfor-
mance of the triplet loss. Section 4 contains our exper-
imental results. Section 5 concludes the paper and dis-
cusses potential future directions that this work opens
up.
2 RELATEDWORK
Traditionally, popular methods for person re-ID com-
prised of two components: designing hand-crafted fea-
tures [11] and learning distance metrics [12]. Hand-
crafted features were required to be robust to variations
in light, pose and viewpoint while using conventional
distance metrics like the Mahalanobis distance [13],
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Figure 3: An overview of a ResNet block with a squeeze and excitation unit.
Bhattacharyya distance, and the l1- and l2-norms. In
this respect, our work can be seen to be similar to this
category of works, but within a deep learning context.
We wish to improve the feature representations that are
output by the backbone architecture, and also develop a
better distance metric to compare these representations
within a triplet loss setting.
2.1 Backbone Architecture
ResNet50: The majority of person re-ID works use the
50 layer variant of ResNet [9] as the backbone architec-
ture. One possible reason for ResNet50 being ubiqui-
tous in re-ID specifically is that mid-level features are
relatively important compared with other fields. The
skip connections in ResNet ensure that these impor-
tant mid-level features have more presence in the fea-
tures output by later levels compared with other popu-
lar backbones. Yu et al. [14] concatenate features from
earlier ResNet layers with the final layer outputs to ob-
tain a better representation. Zeng et al. [15] achieve
state-of-the-art results with a hierarchical deep learning
feature, which fuses features from several earlier layers,
and define a new metric to best exploit this new feature.
Random Erasing [16] is a data augmentation technique
that randomly removes a small area of each image in
the input batch before processing them with ResNet.
Sun et al. [17] use ResNet50 to learn discriminative
features which are informed by ’parts’ from the input
image. Sun et al. [18] use Singular Vector Decomposi-
tion within ResNet to optimise the deep representation
learning process. Due to its proven success, we also use
ResNet50. We incorporate SE units to inform the net-
work which channels are most important at each layer.
This carries through to the output feature vector and al-
lows us to tailor our loss function to identify the most
salient features to assign more weight.
Squeeze and Excitation Networks: Squeeze and Ex-
citation Networks [8] are frameworks that incorporate a
squeeze and excitation unit at all or some layers of the
architecture. Channels are obtained in a convolutional
neural network for each filter learned by the CNN.
Channel-wise spatial information is first ‘squeezed’
into per-channel descriptor to assess the relative
importance of each channel. This information is then
passed through a gating mechanism to ‘excite’ the
descriptor. The original channels are then multiplied
by their respective channel descriptor obtained from
the squeeze and excitation process.
To date, SE units have seen limited use in person re-ID.
Wang et al. [19] adapt SE Units as part of a fully at-
tentional block. Li et al. [3] combine channel attention
with spatial attention and part-wise attention to create
their Harmonious Attention CNN. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to use SE units purely as a
backbone architecture to exploit important features that
are generated as part of the output feature vector.
2.2 Triplet Loss
The triplet loss function has been used extensively for
person re-ID due to its proven ability to attain state-of-
the-art results [2, 10]. Traditional triplet models take
three images as input: a query image, a positive image
that has the same identity as the query, and a negative
image that has a different identity to the query. A mar-
gin α is enforced to ensure a certain distance between
positive and negative pairs.
Wang et al. [20] proposed to use the triplet loss func-
tion to learn image similarity. The triplet loss gained
notoriety by significantly improving the state of the art
for face verification [21, 22]. Since then, triplet loss
research has typically focused on improving either the
triplet mining algorithm or the loss function.
Building an effective triplet network is heavily reliant
on the mining strategy. To challenge the framework to
be able to handle tough cases, difficult triplets need to
be mined, but choosing only the hardest triplets in the
data set will result in a model that is not representative
of the entire set of triplets. To strike the balance be-
tween finding difficult triplets while still generating a
representative model, Hermans et al. [2] present Batch
Hard mining, which selects only the hardest triplets
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across each batch selected during training. In a simi-
lar manner, Almazan et al. [10] select triplets that start
off relatively easy but get more difficult as training pro-
gresses.
Cheng et al. [5] introduce an improved triplet loss func-
tion that decreases the distance of images from the same
identity whilst increasing the distance of images from
a different identity. Chen et al. [7] add an additional
term to the triplet loss to form a quadruplet loss. This
term contains a second negative pair which helps to en-
large inter-class variations across the data set. Jiang
et al. [23] demonstrate improved performance through
adding a self-supervised attention loss to the quadruplet
loss. While performance is enhanced by these works,
they all focus on improving the same aspects of the
triplet loss. We instead tackle the under-researched fea-
ture representation and the distance function.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Triplet Loss Background
We formulate the triplet loss mathematically in order
to provide motivation to investigate the distance metric
and the feature representation.
We denote a triplet, t = (x,x+,x−), where x is the query
image, x+ is a positive image, and x− is a negative im-
age. The triplet loss function is formulated as follows:
Ltrp = ∑
t∈T
max((|| f (x)− f (x+)||2
− || f (x)− f (x−)||2+α),0),
(1)
where the feature vector of an image x obtained from
the convolutional neural network is denoted as f (x), T
is the set of mined triplets and || · ||2 denotes the Eu-
clidean distance. This loss will force negative images
to be a distance of at least α away from the positive
pair.
Let p be the identity of the image xp,i in the batch B,
where f (xp,i) is its feature vector, p = 1, . . . ,P and i =
1, . . . ,4. Each query image xp,i is paired with its hardest
positive image x+ and hardest negative image x−, which
are found via the equations:
x+ = max
xq, j∈B
(||( f (xp,i)− f (xq, j)||2) , where p= q, (2)
x− = min
xq, j∈B
(||( f (xp,i)− f (xq, j)||2) , where p 6= q. (3)
From equations (1) - (3), we see that obtaining the
feature representation f (x), and computing the distance
between feature representations of any two images,
||( f (x1) − f (x2)||, are essential components of the
triplet loss. We focus our research on improving these
two aspects.
3.2 Dynamically Weighted Euclidean Dis-
tance
Although the triplet loss has seen extensive use in per-
son re-ID, there has been little work to deviate from the
standard Euclidean distance, despite it being a crucial
element of the framework. We improve it by weighting
each feature based on its importance.
To calculate which features are most discriminative, we
use the n×k feature matrix output from the backbone of
the network to calculate the standard deviation for each
feature across the batch. This is shown in Figure 2 (c).
The higher the standard deviation, the more variation in
that feature, and the more effective it is at helping the
framework to tell people apart. These more meaningful
features should thus be assigned a greater weight.
We use a softmax function regularisation on the stan-
dard deviations, then multiply by the total number of
features to obtain the final weights. Overall, the weight,
wi, for the i-th feature can be calculated as
wi = softmax(s.d.(Fi))× k, (4)
where s.d.(·) is the standard deviation and F ∈ Rn×k is
the batch-wise feature matrix output by the backbone of
the model with features i= 1, . . . ,k.
To ensure that the more important features are more
prominent when calculating the distance matrix, we use
the weighted Euclidean distance, DWE , between two
feature vectors, x and y:
DWE(x,y) =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
wi (xi− yi)2, (5)
where wi are the weights and k is the length of the fea-
ture vectors.
The standard triplet loss will separate embeddings to
ensure that the distance between classes is greater than
the hard margin α . Because we iteratively adjust the
formulation of this distance, we are able to push classes
apart even further, which leads to the model better rep-
resenting the data.
3.3 Channel Attention Feature Embed-
ding
The triplet loss evaluates the distance between feature
representations, thus is very dependant on the quality
of the feature vectors that are generated by the net-
work. Furthermore, we would like these feature vectors
to possess information which can be exploited by our
dynamically weighted Euclidean distance.
We concentrate on improving the feature representa-
tions themselves by utilising channel attention via SE
blocks [8] within ResNet50.
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An SE unit is a mechanism that performs feature re-
calibration within the framework utilising it. By doing
so, it selects features that are the most informative to
the framework and accentuates them, while diminishing
the importance of less useful features. These informa-
tive features then allow the re-id framework to create a
better embedding which is more effective at separating
classes.
In this regard, the SE unit acts as a process to deter-
mine the weight of each channel at each layer of the
model, similarly to how our dynamically weighted Eu-
clidean distance performs. The SE units perform dif-
ferent roles throughout the network, getting more po-
larising at deeper layers. As a consequence, unimpor-
tant channels are mapped near to 0 in the final block of
ResNet, which has a large effect on the output feature
representation of each image.
Note that as unimportant features are mapped towards 0
throughout the network, they will typically have a low
standard deviation. On the contrary, important features
will be less impacted by the SE units and are therefore
more likely to have a higher standard deviation. This
means that our dynamic weights will be much more
likely give a large weight to features that are computed
to be important by SE units, while still being able to
identify features with high variance even though they
are not determined to be salient by the network.
As we show in Figure 3, the unit first squeezes the
channel-wise spatial information into a channel de-
scriptor via Global Average Pooling. Formally, given a
channel u ∈ RH×W , we squeeze it to obtain its channel
descriptor, c, as follows:
c= squeeze(u) :=
1
H×W
H
∑
i=1
W
∑
j=1
ui j, (6)
where H andW are the height and width of the channel
respectively. These channel descriptors form a vector
z= [c1, . . . ,cC] whereC is the total number of channels.
Next, in order to calculate the channel-wise depen-
dencies, this statistic needs to be excited. To achieve
this, a simple gating mechanism with a sigmoid
activation function is employed similarly to what is
used within many spatial attention methods. The vector
of squeezed channel descriptors z is passed through
a dimensionality-reduction fully connected layer, a
ReLU and then a dimensionality-increasing fully
connected layer. This is then processed by a sigmoid
activation to obtain the excited channel descriptors.
Formally, this excitation is written as:
s= excite(z) := σ (W2δ (W1z)) , (7)
where W1 ∈ RCr ×C,W2 ∈ RC×Cr are the parameters
of the dimensionality-reduction and dimensionality-
increasing layers respectively, δ is the ReLU function
and σ is the sigmoid activation function.
We show in Section 4 that this adaptation alone vastly
improves the performance of the triplet loss on multiple
data sets.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Evaluation Protocol
We perform experiments on the two most commonly
used data sets to evaluate deep learning methods for
person re-ID, CUHK03 [31] and Market-1501 [32].
In addition, we also provide results on VIPeR [33]
to demonstrate that our method can considerably im-
prove performance even on very small data sets, which
many deep learning frameworks struggle on. We report
the mean average precision (mAP) and top-1 matching
rate (rank-1) scores for CUHK03 and Market-1501, and
rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 scores for VIPeR.
The rank-x matching rate is defined as the percentage
of query images with a correct match within the highest
x ranks. The precision, Px, of a framework at rank x is
written as
Px =
true positives
true positives+ false positives
. (8)
To obtain the average precision for a given query, the
average of the precision scores at each true positive in
the ranking list is calculated. That is,
AP=
1
N
N
∑
i=1
P+i , (9)
where N is the number of true positives in the gallery
and P+i denotes the precision at the i-th true positive in
the ranking list. The mAP is then calculated by taking
the mean of the average precision of all images in the
query set.
Many works boost the performance of their framework
with a post-processing technique such as re-ranking
[34] or a data augmentation procedure like random
erasing [16]. Although our results would improve, we
do not use re-ranking or random erasing in any of our
experiments as it does not help to evaluate the core per-
formance of the network.
Throughout our experiments on CUHK03 and Market-
1501, we use a batch size of n= 96 with four images per
person, while on VIPeR we use a batch size of n = 32
with two images per person. The feature representa-
tions, f (x), contain k = 2048 features in all of our ex-
periments. We fix the margin α = 0.3.
Note that, to fairly compare the effect of the dynami-
cally weighted Euclidean distance, we use it within the
triplet loss function but don’t apply it during the mining
phase.
All experiments are performed on a single NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1070 Ti GPU. Our model takes around 1
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Comparison with baseline methods
Data Set CUHK03 Market-1501 VIPeR
Method mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 rank-1 rank-5 rank-10
ResNet50 26.3 26.6 68.3 85.8 11.1 32.6 44.0
SE-ResNet50 37.8 38.6 72.4 87.9 17.4 40.8 51.3
TriNet* 48.8 51.4 67.9 83.4 38.3 67.7 80.4
Ours: DWE TriNet 54.8 56.1 69.7 84.2 39.2 73.7 83.2
Ours: SE TriNet 52.9 54.7 73.1 88.1 40.2 69.6 80.4
Ours: SE+DWE TriNet 58.2 60.7 74.2 88.0 44.9 75.6 86.1
Table 1: Comparison with baseline methods. *Trained with a hard margin α = 0.3.
hour, 30 minutes to train on Market-1501 and around 35
minutes to train on CUHK03. We note that the system
can further be optimised by tuning hyperparameters.
CUHK03: The CUHK03 data set contains 14297
bounding boxes of 1467 persons, with 767 identities
used for training and 700 identities used for testing.
CUHK03 has two evaluation settings: the labelled set-
ting contains bounding boxes that are manually anno-
tated, and the detected setting contains bounding boxes
that are automatically detected. We perform all of our
experiments on the detected setting as it is a more re-
alistic setup, which contains misplaced bounding boxes
making the problem more challenging. It is more sim-
ilar to what we would expect when applying re-ID to
real-world tasks.
Market-1501: The Market-1501 data set contains im-
ages of 1501 people from six different cameras. The
data set is split into 12936 images of 751 identities for
training and 19732 of 750 identities for testing. We use
the single query setting throughout all of our experi-
ments.
VIPeR: The VIPeR data set consists of 632 pedestri-
ans captured by two cameras. Deep learning methods
CUHK03 (767/700) split
Method mAP rank-1
DPFL [4] 37.0 40.7
SVDNet[18] 37.2 41.5
HACNN [3] 38.6 41.7
MLFN [24] 47.8 52.8
TriNet [2] 48.8 51.4
TriNet + RE [16] 50.7 55.5
DaRe [25] 51.3 55.1
PCB* [17] 57.5 63.7
HPM* [26] 57.5 63.9
MGN* [27] 66.8 66.0
Ours: DWE TriNet 54.8 56.1
Ours: SE TriNet 52.9 54.7
Ours: SE+DWE TriNet 58.2 60.7
Table 2: Comparison with baseline methods on the
CUHK03 data set with the new split. *Use part-based
information
Market-1501 (Single Query)
Method mAP rank-1
DeepTransfer [28] 65.5 83.7
JLML [29] 65.5 85.1
TriNet [2] 67.9 83.4
TriNet + RE [16] 71.3 87.1
DaF [30] 72.4 82.3
DPFL [4] 73.1 88.9
HACNN [3]* 75.7 91.2
PCB* [17]* 81.6 93.8
Ours: DWE TriNet 69.7 84.2
Ours: SE TriNet 73.1 88.1
Ours: SE+DWE TriNet 74.2 88.0
Table 3: Comparison with baseline methods on the
Market-1501 data set with the single query setting. For
fair comparison, we don’t include results which use re-
ranking. *Use part-based information
typically do not report performance for this data set so
we train all models ourselves with a batch size of 32.
As VIPeR only contains one image per person in each
camera, we replace the mAP metric with rank-5 and
rank-10 precision scores.
4.2 Comparison with Baseline Methods
We present our results with the baseline methods in Ta-
ble 1. We select the baselines as ResNet50 [9] and SE-
ResNet50 [8] with a cross-entropy loss, and TriNet [2]
as our model is comprised of these elements. All triplet
loss models in Table 1 are trained with the hard margin
α = 0.3 for direct comparison.
We comprehensively outperform baseline methods
across all data sets. In particular, on CUHK03, we
enhance the mAP of the triplet loss by 9.4% and the
rank 1 performance by 9.3%. We also demonstrate
considerable performance improvement on Market-
1501 and VIPeR. The results show that both elements
of our framework provide a significant contribution to
enhance the re-ID precision.
4.3 Comparison with State of the Arts
We further compare with state-of-the-art models (with-
out re-ranking or random erasing) on the selected three
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data sets. In particular we note that our simple alter-
ations are enough to give us the second highest mAP
score of any core framework on the CUHK03 data set.
We also notice that the state-of-the-art deep learning
methods struggle to compete with ours on a small data
set such as VIPeR, which demonstrates the robustness
of our model.
CUHK03: Our results on the CUHK03 data set can be
found in Table 2. It can be observed that the weighted
Euclidean significantly boosts the performance on
CUHK03.
We attain the second highest performance across all
models on mAP. Our simple alterations are shown to
outperform very sophisticated, state-of-the-art models
that exploit spatial attention. In particular, we outper-
form the state-of-the-art methods PCB [17] and HPM
[26]. The only method that exceeds ours, MGN, is
heavily engineered. It takes different sized portions of
the original image as input, which has been shown by
multiple works to substantially improve performance.
We note that (i) we can add this technique to our frame-
work, (ii) they use a triplet loss in their model, which
could be improved by adopting our formulation.
The most appropriate state-of-the-art method from Ta-
ble 2 for comparison is Random Erasing [16], as it has
become one of the most popular techniques within re-
ID and also uses a triplet loss. Our method compre-
hensively outperforms it, improving on its rank-1 ac-
curacy by 10%. We further note that even if we keep
the backbone architecture as ResNet50, simply chang-
ing the Euclidean distance function to our dynamically
weighted Euclidean distance boosts performance more
than Random Erasing. This further demonstrates the
significance of the enhancements we have implemented
and that the distance formulation is a crucial compo-
nent which should not be overlooked when developing
a triplet loss framework.
Market-1501: The results on the Market-1501 data set
are presented in Table 3. We see that including squeeze
and excitation blocks within the backbone architec-
ture and adding dynamic weights into the Euclidean
distance both enhance the framework. Our modified
framework exceeds many state-of-the-art methods.
We note that although DPFL [4] and HACNN [3] beat
us on Market-1501, their results on CUHK03 are much
weaker, which indicates their models are heavily op-
timised towards the Market-1501 data set and not ca-
pable of generalising well. PCB [17] uses a part-
based method which, as previously discussed, substan-
tially improves performance and is compatible with our
framework.
VIPeR: We outperform the state-of-the-art deep learn-
ing methods by 3.1% on the rank-1 matching rate. This
demonstrates that our enhancements are very robust,
even on data sets that do not have enough data for deep
VIPeR
Method R1 R5 R10
MLFN [24] 28.2 50.9 62.3
TriNet [2] 38.3 67.7 80.4
PCB* [17] 41.1 70.3 84.5
TriNet + RE [16] 41.8 71.2 83.5
Ours: DWE TriNet 39.2 73.7 83.2
Ours: SE TriNet 40.2 69.6 80.4
Ours: SE+DWE TriNet 44.9 75.6 86.1
Table 4: Comparison with popular deep learning meth-
ods on the VIPeR data set. *Use part-based information
learning. In particular, we see that methods such as
MLFN [24], despite performing well on popular deep
learning data sets, do not have the ability to generalise
as well as ours.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have evaluated the effects of feature
saliency on the triplet loss function. We achieved this in
two different ways: via assigning dynamic weights into
the distance function used by the triplet loss, and by in-
corporating a backbone architecture with channel atten-
tion to emphasise important features throughout train-
ing. We demonstrate that both alterations alone boost
performance of the triplet loss and complement each
other for a significant improvement in precision when
used together.
It has been shown recently that spatial attention or part-
based understanding can dramatically improve the per-
formance of re-ID frameworks. Our method is com-
plementary to these part-based approaches, in the sense
that we can apply our weighted Euclidean distance to
the part-based feature vector obtained from their frame-
work. One of our future directions is to use spatial at-
tention to improve the selected parts that are fed into
these systems before processing them with the improve-
ments that we have described in this paper.
This paper demonstrates that using a simple mecha-
nism to determine distance function weights works very
well. More sophisticated strategies such as learning the
weights concurrently with the feature representations
could be adopted and are planned as future work.
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